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General installation instructions for Accessories

Important Information:
Please check the products for transport damage and that contents are complete before
installation.
Consult a qualified plumber if you have any problems installing this product.
Complaints made following installation regarding the above cannot be accepted.

Introduction and General Instructions
Thank you for purchasing this Imperial product.
These bathroom accesssories and complements are manufactured under rigorous
quality control.
This is a product made with the finest materials. Its metal surfaces have received a
protective treatment that ensures its resistance to ambient conditions.
Please refer to care and maintenance within the instructions to look after your
product.

General Instructions
Please take a moment to review this manual before you install your product. If
you encounter any installation or performance problems, please do not
hesitate to contact us using the phone number listed on the back cover of the
booklet.
Upon receiving your product please open all cartons carefully and inspect for
any manufacturing defects or transit damage.
Imperial cannot be held responsible for damaged products after or during
their installation.
This installation guide and the fixings provided are intended for fixing into
solid walls. If you are installing this product into a stud wall structure or any
other type of non solid wall please amend your installation techniques and
fixings accordingly.
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Tools Required

drill

screwdriver

spirit level

Allen key

screws

pencil

Fittings provided

rawl plugs
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Ensure that you have a clear space in which to work.
Before drilling; check for hidden cables and pipes in the wall where
you intend to drill
Each range of Imperial accessories varies slightly, however the basic
principle of installation is the same.
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1. Wall plate
2. Shroud plate
3. Grub screw
4. Accessory body
Illustration shows Plaza toilet paper holder
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1. Marking out the wall plate

Using a spirit level, mark a horizontal line on the wall where the
accessory is to be fitted.
Hold the wall bracket with the line passing through the screw holes
and mark the drilling positions.
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2. Drilling and securing the wall plate
Check for hidden cables and pipework prior to drilling.
Hint: When drilling into ceramic tiles, a strip of masking tape over the
point of drilling will prevent the bit from slipping.
Imperial advise the use of a diamond ceramic bit to drill the ceramic tile,
when the bit has passed through the tile revert to a suitable masonary
drill bit for drilling into brickwork.
Drill the neccessary two holes where previously marked out, to a sufficient
depth to accomodate the Rawl plug and screw.
Depending on your chosen accessory range, there may be a channel on
one side of the wall plate shaft - this is where the small securing grub screw
will locate when the accessory is affixed to the wall plate.
Take note of the accessory and the location of this grub screw - this will
usually be orientated so that it will not be visible in every day use.
(e.g. if it is a towel ring the grub screw will be positioned underneath
the accessory, as this will be out of view)
Ensure that the wall plate is orientated in the correct way so that the
grub screw will locate in the channel of the wall bracket shaft.
Insert the Rawl plugs into their respective holes, and now affix the wall
plate to the wall using the screws - taking care to orientate it correctly
as outlined above.
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3. Fixing the accessory
Once the wall plate is securely fixed to the wall, put the shroud plate
into place.
The back plate will either screw down onto the wall plate, or simply
be held in place by the accessory.
With the shroud plate in position, place the accessory onto the shaft of
the wall plate and securely tighten the grub screw.
When installed correctly the accessory should be firmly held in place,
with no movement in the back plate, or rotation in the actual
accessory.
This completes the installation of the accessory
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Care & Maintainance
You have just acquired a high quality bathroom accessory and are about to put it in
the most hostile environment in the house! We have been producing these fine
products for many years and our experience is that they will give years of pleasurable
service if a few simple measures are taken to look after them.

Ceramic:
The glazed finish of your sanitary ware should be cleaned after use by applying
a little cream type cleaner. Apply using a sponge or damp cloth and rinse
thoroughly with clean water. Cleaners containing abrasive materials
should be avoided.

Metal:
Gold & Nickel finishes require regular care after use to prevent staining and loss
of lustre to the plated finish. Parts with Chrome/Gold finish should be cleaned
with a damp soft cloth only.
It is important to dry excess water after use to prevent staining and calcium lime
scale build up. Water that is allowed to dry on plated surfaces will stain and
damage the plated finish and over a period of time calcium will erode the
finish. To preserve the finish of Gold and Nickel plated items Imperial
recommend the use of soap and water only for cleaning and ensure that the
product is thoroughly dried after with a soft lint free cloth.
Care should be taken with hand gels and mouth wash as they contain alcohol
which will burn and tarnish the plated finish.
The use of detergents and abrasive cleaning agents should be avoided as these
will cause damage to the finish of the metal.
By adopting Imperial’s recommended care and cleaning advice will give many
years of pleasure, we hope you enjoy your new bathroom fittings.
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